And We Do the Hokey-Pokey and We Turn It All Around....

By Anna von Reitz

I want to assure everyone that there is no such thing as "the" New Republic. There are fifty old
republics, thank you, very much, and they are in the process of rebuilding themselves. And that is a
very good thing.
The actual government of this country is an unincorporated Body Politic. It derives its sovereignty
from our God-Given free will and our agreement to govern ourselves. See The Mayflower Compact,
The Declaration of Independence (original form known as "The Unanimous Declaration" is most
informative) and The Supreme Republican Declaration of the United Colonies of America and the
Statehood Compacts for each state of the Union.
Our government starts with the people at the top of the power structure and delegates "power" to
townships, counties, states, and finally, bottom of the heap and only through the states, the federal
government.
Notice that? The federal government is the least powerful level of government with respect to our
power structure, so how did everything get flipped on its head?
When the states and counties were seduced by federal racketeering kickbacks euphemistically called
"federal revenue sharing and block grants" to form federal corporation franchises named after them--which occurred all over this country circa 1965---they gave the Federales an excuse to make false
claims against the people of this country and our assets.
Instead of States obligated to serve us and our interests and uphold our Public Law, we were suddenly
dealing with "States of States" like the "State of California" and masses of corporate franchise entities
all claiming to have some authority or other over us, the living people and our public and private
assets.
Bear in mind that those making these agreements to launch "federated states" had no granted authority
enabling them to incorporate our government or commit us or our resources to the tender mercies of
any State of State.
As incorporated franchises of Federal Corporation parents, the States of State are part of a democracy,
not any republic, and they are part of a power structure that is exactly opposite to our system.

In our system, individual people are supreme and supremely important. The rights and sanctity of each
one of us is upheld by our government and so are our property rights.
In their system, the individual has no rights and is subject to whatever the "majority" may dictate at any
given time. All property is communal in nature and used to hypothecate debt to service the
government.
In our system all power flows from the people down through all the levels of government until at the
very bottom of the totem pole the states join together and delegate nineteen "powers" to the so-called
federal government.
In their system all power flows up to one dictatorial and all-powerful office of the "President" of the
central corporations formed in the District of Columbia (though he is in fact subject to the
shareholders).
Everyone is considered an employee or dependent of these various "federal" and "federal state"
corporations and everyone is considered a "citizen"---subject to the government and over 80,000,000
government statutes, codes, and regulations, instead of the government being subject to the people.
That is their system. Not ours.
In our system of government, nobody is a citizen until and unless they voluntarily step to the plate to
serve the public interest of their state or county. Every man and woman is free to live and grow and be
and enjoy their private property, so long as they don't harm anyone else or harm anyone else's property.
Our public law is basically either The Ten Commandments (Old Testament) or The Golden Rule (New
Testament) --- and it is up to us to choose which law we live by and state it in court.
Beginning after the so-called Civil War the "federal government" which is actually a "government forhire" here to provide specific governmental services under contract, organized itself as a corporation. It
did this mainly to avoid accountability for its acts and to secure bankruptcy protection for itself --- the
same motivations that prompt other quasi-criminal enterprises to incorporate.
So -- from that day to this -- all the "federal government" is, is another private corporation in the
business of providing nineteen enumerated "delegated services".
And like other for-profit corporations, it sub-contracts portions of its own contract out to still more
privately owned and operated corporations--- the so-called "federal agencies": IRS, BATF, FEMA, FBI,
CIA, etc., etc., etc.,
And you wonder why everything in this country is all screwed up? Run amok? Why your government
doesn't serve you, and instead, seems intent on stealing everything in sight and harassing you day and
night?
WAKE UP! THEIR government is subject to your government, but you have to get on your hind legs,
accept your responsibility to self-govern, and get organized to do it.
That is why I have been thumping on everyone for months to talk to your friends and neighbors and
hold public meetings and get help from the Michigan General Jural Assembly folks.

Please think deeply about your future and the future of your country, because the two things go handin-hand. If America goes down the drain, what happens to you and your family? Time to get "highly
motivated" and talk it up this Christmas season. Stop thinking about getting involved and start acting
upon your responsibility as an "elector"----not a "voter".
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